There are nearly 100 Ursinus clubs and organizations providing political voice, religious community, creative outlets, networking opportunities and fun.
Clubs & Organizations
The Ursinus Student Government Association gives students a chance to be involved with and have an influence on the campus. As a student government association, we discuss and make plans to resolve issues ranging from parking to curriculum to class requirements.

Greg Little, Amber Adkins, Danielle Harris, Sage Corwin
As of Spring, 2008 Greek Presidents Council is now known as Inter-Greek Council (IGC) the committee has changed in hopes of getting more greeks involved and coming together as a whole to have a larger say on campus.

Greek President's Council as of November, 2007
Top: Sharlene Brown, Sally Brosnan, Jaimie Doperak
Middle: Joe Joyce
Bottom: Terry Kelley, Kristen Hildebrand, Amber Adkins, Gina Barberi, Corey Greco, Dereck Lafontant, Kelly Gassler.

Seniors, Jill Alspach and Heather Turnbach almost have BINGO!

Campus Activities Board (CAB) provides weekend movies, speakers, concerts, and much more! All activities are non-alcoholic. Membership in CAB is open to all Ursinus College students. All active members have voting privileges within the organization.
From left backrow: Matt Wolfe, Cole Racich, Josh Sabol, Frank DiMeglio, Hrynczyszyn, Brian
Front row: Melissa Garmen, Jill Proniewych, Kristen Hildebrand, Kate Snyder
Not pictured: Audie McKenna

**Phi Epsilon Kappa held their first annual Horseshoe Tournament which raised $120!**
**Phi Epsilon Kappa, the ESS honor society, wants to help get the campus involved in more active activities.**
Phi Epsilon Kappa Fraternity is a national professional fraternity for persons engaged in or pursuing careers in health, physical education, recreation, or safety. Membership is open to persons interested in the purposes of the Fraternity and in providing time and energy for the benefit of the areas which include: physical education, health, recreation, dance, human performance, exercise science, sports medicine and sports management.

Epsilon Beta Chapter
2007-2008 RUBY YEARBOOK STAFF
Top: Chris Michael, Ty Wetzler, Kristen Stapler, Sara Kalbfleisch
Bottom: Barbara Joseph, Kristen Hildebrand (Editor-In-Chief), Cori Coates
Not Pictured: Katie Callahan, Alex Peters, Catherine Babbitt Cook, Raven Felton, Erin Gormley, Kim Ngo, Allison Stouch, Staci Wohar
Advisor: Erin Hovey
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Top Row: Sara Romaine, Kaitlyn Myers, Emily Christoff, Alexandra Peters, Chelsea Lee
Middle: Laura Gurenlian, Kacie DeWane, Ashley Paisley, Lauren Fogarty, Cassie Drinkwater
Bottom: Colleen Vineer, Kelly George, Alyce Rasmussen, Sarah Anne Rosner, Jacquelyn Berkowitz
Not Pictured: Brittany Ang

*It doesn't matter if you win or lose, its what you do with your dancin shoes.*

*Grease*
Members of the cast of the first semester concert, "Momentum," include Melanie Johnson, Janaea Holmes, Jasmine Harris, Wynton Rice, Kyoko Yamashita, Natalie Gaetani, Liora Kuttler, Jessica Rhodes, Leticia Walston, Jasmine Ellis, Brett Kuras, Katie Fritz, Danielle Lehtonen, Nikolas Stasulli, Danielle Indelicato, Brandon Kamin, Tyesha Reddick, Alina Bishop, Amy Hartl, Kaitlyn Myers, Stephanie Steinke, Marianne Conway, & Roger Lee. Photos taken by Dave Kuttler

Officers of the 5th season of Escape Velocity are Nikolas Stasulli (Treasurer), Marianne Conway (Secretary), Brett Kuras (Vice-President), & Roger Lee (President).
The S.U.N. group was created to promote the awareness of African-American ancestry along with the unique African culture. The "S" stands for Sanforka, "back to our roots". The "U" stands for Umoja (a principle of Kwanzaa) which means "unity" and the "N", another principle of Kwanzaa, represents "Nia" or purpose.

The Association of Latinos Motivated to Achieve, or ALMA, is a hard-working group dedicated towards sharing the alma, "soul" in spanish, with the Ursinus College community. Using cultural programs, social activities and community service, they are able to promote awareness of the Latino culture.
Art Advocates of Ursinus

The Art Advocates of Ursinus is a student managed group that promotes the visual arts through various social events. On the agenda of this year was: a Murder Mystery Night, a Holiday Masquerade Ball, and a Sculptural Scavenger Hunt.

President- Jen Mingolello
Vice President- Vicki Mattei
Secretary/Treasurer- Kayla Federline
Students Together Against Rape, otherwise known as STAR, is a support system designed to help victims of sexual assault get through their ordeal.

Best Buddies provides college students with the opportunity to establish often neglected one-on-one friendships with individuals who have mental retardation.
Gay Straight Alliance

The mission of the GSA is to spread awareness and acceptance of the gay, bi-sexual, transgender and lesbian issues as well as concerns.

--

STAND is a nationally recognized organization designed to help spread awareness of the genocide crisis in the Darfur region of Sudan. They spread awareness through movies, speakers and activities such as "Darfur Fast".
Women's Rugby

Back Row: Lauren "Double L" Lammers, Karina McIntyre, Lisa "Tips" Rake, Coach Mel, Elysia "Timber" Price,

Middle Row: Loreal Brown, Laura "Karen" Gurenlien, Jamie "Lil J" Baird, Jeanette "T-Rex" Graham, Chelsey Morien, Erika "Oscer" Bradley, Michelle Klaw, Spencer O'Connor, Kristen Grey, Erin "Quigs" Quigley

Front Row: Tyesha Reddick, Katie Nunn, Candice "Kasas" Esparra, Emily Diligent, Nina Graham, Katie "Mo" Morello, Barbara "Beetle Juice" Joseph

Seniors
Men's Rugby

Back row: JJ Welter; Chris Sexzilla Orser; Jack Captain Awesome Teed; Nicholas Huggie Paxton; Chris Snuggles Wierzbowski; Frank The Tank Rothenberger; Alex Morris; Tim Frey

Second to back: Rick Mini-Zilla Orlando; Chris Jeans Miller; Andy The Candy Lane Lane; Neal CPR Cooper; Alex Youth Ernst; Ernest Big E Pearson

Next Row: Rich Reberber Werkmeister; Alex AA Wang; Sean Seanpat Donovan; Cole Cuppers Racich

Front row: Trevor Trapper Keeper Thomas; Chris Pfeiffer; Brenden Berber Shaw; Doug Big Block Jones

Not Pictured: Ray Banana Cake Clarke; Ben Chunky McDoke Mannix; Ben Cappa; Tony Funbox Aversa; Zachary Hey Kid Move Poe; Brendan Quiñones
"I've got more than one membership to more than one club and I owe my life to the people that I love." -Ani Difranco, singer
"Less talkie-talkie, more ping-pong!" - Feng (Balls of Fury)

UC Table Tennis

Back to Front: Harris Papas, Thomas Caruso, Colin Hughes, Sam Weiser, Mark Dennis, Alex Wang, David Breines, Caitlin Quinn

ChainGang

Back Row: Dubbs, Luis, Steve-O
Front Row: Z, Schmidt, JC, Deuce, Ryno, Foo, Big Guy, Schem

... Measurement Experts...

Top: Chris Schaeffer, Dayna Stein, Grey Johnson
Bottom: Jennifer Mingoelleo, Dan Sergeant, Marjorie Vujnovich

The Lantern
UC's very own literary magazine represents student's work in a variety of artistic methods.
Association for Computing Machinery

Paul Kroon, Zac Poe, Jon Salter, Eric Subach
Harry Schwartz, Stephan Hennion, Bryan Stafford, Jonathon Barber, Richard Liston (Advisor), Tim Sidie, Scott Jones, Molly Sheffer, Scott Kulp
Richard Veale, Julian Stine, Christin Rodgers, Julia Azambuja

Interested in how to make your own computer?

Ever wonder if you can make a computer from parts all by yourself?

ACM shows curious technology-lovers how to do just that.
Beta Beta Beta Officers: Emily Marques, Vice President; Kenton Woodard, President; Lindsay Cappa, Treasurer; and Andrew Miller, Events Coordinator.

Andrew Miller, Kim Ngo, Jennifer Elmer, Anthony Formica, Emily Marques, Nancy Fernandez, Kenton Woodard, Kalli Grasley, Meredith Stabley, Lindsay Cappa, Jennifer Murphy. (Not pictured: Kari Duck)

Beta Beta Beta is an honors society for students dedicated to improving the understanding of biological study and extending boundaries of human knowledge through scientific research.

Newman Society

Members form a Catholic community and faith on campus.

"The organizational meeting of the procrastination club has been put off until next week."-Anonymous

Nikolas Stasulli, Dana Piraino, Moira McGrath, Christopher Cooke, Craig Kubiczek, Liz Brennan
Ursinus College
Environmental Action

Laura Brody, Laura Cruz, Martina Dzuna, Ashley Feigenbutz, Jon Roth, Makaya Russick, Ashley Sacks, Ashley Schafer

Helping the world one tree at a time!
"I've got more than one membership to more than one club and I owe my life to the people that I love." -Ani DiFranco, singer

"All of us are born with a set of instinctive fears - of falling, of the dark, of lobsters, of falling on lobsters in the dark, or speaking before a Rotary Club, and of the words "Some Assembly Required." -Dave Barry, humorist

Jerry: What will you have to do with the university?  
Beanie: Legally speaking there will be a loose affiliation. But, we will give nothing back to the academic community. As well as provide no public service of any kind. This much I promise you. -Old School

There are nearly 100 clubs and organizations on campus that give back to the academic and social community. Joining clubs is a great way to make friends and lasting memories here at Ursinus.